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Educational Outcomes of FIRST High School Robotics and Robofest 

Competitions 

 

To determine the gains in STEM education of students involved in 

Robofest and of students involved in FIRST Robotics relative to the to the 

amount of time and money involved, is the objective of this research.   The 

purpose of this research is to make clear distinctions between the two different 

programs in order to help a teacher decided which program will best fit the needs 

of their students and their school.   

The competition formats of FIRST Robotics and Robofest are each 

described in detail.  Also a generic structure of each type of team and the 

corresponding time frames of coaching each type of team is defined.   A cost 

analysis of each program is included.  Students, teachers, parents and 

administration views are shared.  Finally a look at how robotics may programs 

may be improved to enhance STEM education. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

  The purpose of this research is to describe the competition platforms and 

team structures of both the FIRST High School Robotics Program and the Robofest 

Program.  It is my goal to make clear distinctions between Robofest teams and FIRST 

High School Robotics teams in order to help a teacher choose which program best fits 

the needs of their students and their school.  Also, determining student gains in STEM 

(science, technology, engineering and mathematical) skills relative to the amount of 

time and money commitment of both programs is an objective of this research.  
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Chapter 2 

FIRST Robotics Team Structure 

  FIRST High School Robotics was started in 1992 by Dean Kamen as a way 

to interest, excite and involve young people in science, engineering and technology.  The 

idea was to create a sports-like competition where high school teams build and program 

a robot and use that robot to compete in an annually created game against robots built 

by other high school teams. 

 Each team pays five thousand dollars to receive a kit of parts and entrance into 

one regional competition or if you are located in Michigan, a kit of parts and entrance 

into two district competitions.  The size of the robot generally has a base of 28 x 36 

inches and a height of no more than 60 inches.  The expense and complexity of the 

robot usually requires the assistance of a technical sponsor.  The big three motor 

companies and NASA sponsor many teams but smaller engineering firms like Delphi, 

Visteon, SVI and many others  will also sponsor teams.  These companies not only 

provide monetary funding but will also provide teams with engineers to guide the team.  

 Most FIRST robotics teams are divided up into sub-teams in order to spread out the vast 

number of tasks that need to be completed.  An example of sub-teams may include the 

following:  Drive Train and Chassis team, Manipulations, Electronics, Programming, 

Support, Chairman’s Award, Animations, Web Page, and Spirit/Promotions (marketing 

and fundraising) team.  The Drive Train and Chassis team is responsible for building the 
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drive portion of the robot – deciding the best design for mobilizing the robot such as 

tank drive, what type of wheels would work best and the type and number of motors to 

use for each wheel.   Figures 1 and 2 below show students on team 818, the Steel 

Armadillos working on the drive train at the General Motors Technical plant in Warren, 

Michigan. 

 Figure 1.  Drive & Chassis Member         Figure 2.   Drive& Chassis Team Working 

The Manipulations team designs and builds the apparatus that is responsible to 

perform the task part of the game – the arm that picks up a ring or the mechanism that 

allows the robot to grab a bar and hang from it.  In this case, as shown in figures 3 and 4, 

the manipulations team was building a mechanism that would feed balls from the top of 

the robot to a shooter near the bottom of the robot.  Using just gravitational energy, the 

balls would roll down the winding ramp right to the shooting mechanism which were a 

couple of horizontally spinning wheels that would shoot the ball out much like a pitching 

machine shoots baseballs out. 
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Figure 3.  Manipulation Mentor and Member       Figure 4.  Manipulations Team Working 

 Providing energy to all the parts of the robot that require energy is the job of 

the Electronics sub-team.  The Electronics team wires the battery to the motors, the 

victors, the switches and the robot controller.  They also build and wire the driver 

controller.   Figure 5 shows a student testing the preliminary board.  Figure 6 shows a 

student wiring the driver controller.  

Figure 5.  Electronics Team Member and Board    Figure 6.  Working on Drive Controller  
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The Programming team is responsible to write the code that allows the robot to 

perform during the autonomous mode. The 2010 FRC control system could be 

programmed in LabVIEW, Java, or C/C++.   National Instruments provided the LabVIEW 

programming tool, SUN Microsystems provided Java, and WindRiver provided the C/C++ 

programming and debugging tools.  The following two pictures, figures 7 and 8, show 

the Programming team  at work.  Figure 7 shows the team working at school during the 

build season.  Figure 8 shows the team adjusting the program during down time at an 

event.   

Figure 7.  Programming at School         Figure 8.  Programming at an Event             

The Support team builds a full size playing field to specifications and also the 

crate needed to transport the robot.  The field for the 2003 FRC game with the three 

young men who built it is shown in figure 9.  Figure 10 is an example of what the 

shipping crate that the students built looked like with a robot in it.  The robot pictured in 

the crate is from the 2005 game called “Stack Attack”. 
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Figure 9. Playing Field 2003 Game  Figure 10. Shipping Crate with 2004 Robot 

The Chairman’s sub- team plans events that allow the team to spread the ideals 

of FIRST out to the community.  The ideals that science and technology are fun and 

important subjects and being an engineer can be an interesting and exciting career are 

basically the messages that FIRST conveys.  Some things our team did to spread these 

ideals were: host a Lego League Regional Event for many years, participate in the 

Warren Thanksgiving Day Parade with the robot and the team, and sponsor a booth at 

Ford Field during Technology Day.  After doing such events, the chairman’s team writes 

up a paper describing all the events and how they exemplify the ideals of FIRST.  Figure 

11 below shows team 818 hosting a FIRST Lego League Regional.  Team 818 mentors 

and students are judging and running the sound and video equipment.  Figure 12 shows 

one of the FLL teams in our district, the Carter Cougars 
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Figure 11.  FLL Regional at Butcher Center     Figure 12.  FLL Carter Middle School Team 

During the pre-season the Animation team creates a safety animation using 3D 

Studio Max software.  During the season they create a 30 second animation of the 

theme given at the time of the kickoff.  The webpage sub- team creates and maintains 

the team webpage which is used as a form of communication to parents of team 

members, keeping them updated on important meeting dates, times, and places, and 

travel information.  The team webpage is also a way to showcase your team to the 

world. Posting pictures of your robot in progress and noting any comments that other 

teams may find helpful to post information about the build or about FIRST in general 

that might help another team.  An animation of a cat created by the student with 3D 

Studio Max software is shown below in figure 13.  Figure 14 shows a team 818 member 

working on the team website.  
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Figure 13.  Animating with 3D Studio Max  Figure 14.  Working on Team 818 Web Page 

Finally, the Spirit/Promotions team explores different ways the team can drum 

up support for the team.  They write letters to businesses, organize spaghetti dinners, 

find unique items to sell.  They create flyers and tri-folds to advertise our team during 

competitions, make signs and create team chants.  All team members are on the 

Scouting team during competitions. The scouting team gathers information about other 

teams, their strengths and weaknesses, this is in case the team ends up in one of the top 

eight positions and has to choose alliance teams for the elimination rounds.   

Figure 15.  Cheering for Team 818       Figure 16.  Scouting Other Teams  
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Figure 15 above, shows team 818 cheering for their robot using the signs made by the 

spirit/promotions team.  Figure 16 shows members of team 818 using the form created 

by the promotions team to scout other teams.  Questions like: “Does your robot have an 

autonomous mode?”  or “What does your robot do best?  Worst?”   Other scouting 

forms were created for students to fill out during matches on comment on other teams 

performances. 

It is desired to have at least one mentor for each sub-team, an engineer, teacher 

or parent.  Also,   it is the opinion of my colleagues and myself that an ideal size team is 

around 25 – 30 students.  Having nine or ten sub-teams this allows for about 2-3 

students per team, which seems to fit the work load for a six week period pretty well.  

We have had up to 54 students on the team at one time and it is very difficult to keep all 

the students busy and productive.   
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Chapter 3 

Format of the FIRST Robotics Competition  

 The game is played on a large field like this year’s which was 27’ x 54’.  The 

supervising host of each district or regional event randomly chooses sets of three robots 

to make up alliance teams for each match.  The alliance must work together to perform 

the given game tasks and ultimately score the most points against the opposing alliance.  

However, the strategy is not to completely annihilate the opposing alliance because the 

winning alliance receives their own score (minus any penalty), plus five points for 

winning, plus for seeding purposes, they receive coopertition points, which is twice the 

un-penalized score of the losing alliance.  

Winning Alliance  Winning match points (minus any penalty) 

(all three teams receive)  5 points (extra for winning match) 

Coopertition points (2 x unpenalized score of opposing    
alliance) 

 

So it is advantageous to allow the opponents to score just slightly less than what you 

hope to score.   

There are three types of matches: practice, qualification, and elimination 

matches.  Each match is 2 minutes and 15 seconds long.  The match starts with a 15 

second autonomous mode that requires the robot to perform a task based solely on its 

programming with no human intervention.  After the 15 second autonomous period two 

drivers and a coach may step up and control the robot in the tele-operated mode.  
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During game play each team can have four human players on the field:  two drivers (one 

controls driving the other manipulations), a human player that depending on the game, 

can put balls back in play or onto the field.  There is also a coach, which can be either a 

student or an adult.  The coach’s job is to see the field and help the drivers decide what 

to do.   Figure 17 is a picture of the playing field and game set-up for “Stack Attack.” 

 

 

  

 

           Figure 17.  2003 Game “Stack Attack” 

Regional events are usually three days long (Thursday through Saturday).  

Thursday is set aside for working on the robot and practice matches.  Each team is given 

an equal number of practice matches and each practice match includes two runs.  Friday 

morning at 9:00am opening ceremonies begin and afterwards start the seeding 

matches.  Teams accumulate seeding points according to the formula above.  The top 8 

seeded teams qualify for the elimination matches.  These eight teams choose two other 

teams to make up their alliance.  Then in bracket format the eliminating begins with the 

winner of 2 out of three matches advancing in the bracket until one alliance is left as the 

Champion.  
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  #1 Seed        #2 Seed 

         

            A Winner A    
Winner  

C C 

           

  #8 Seed          #7 Seed 

 E 
Winner 

E Championship 
Winner 

F F  

  #3 Seed     Game       # 4 Seed 

           

B Winner B    
 Winner 

D D 

          

  #6 Seed        #5 Seed 

 

Figure 18.  Brackets for the Elimination Rounds for FIRST Competitions   

District events in Michigan are two days long with no day set aside to practice, 

however, pits open 6:00pm until 10:00pm on Thursday if your team needs to work on 

the robot.  Also, since District event goers do not ship their robot, they “bag and tag” it 

and transport it to each event themselves, they are allowed six hours of practice or 

robot work before each district event. Teams can take their robot out of its bag Monday 

– Thursday before the event and work on it or practice with it for any combination of 2- 

6 hours (totaling no more than 6 hours) before each district event as long as it is 

monitored by a non-team member and noted on the tag.  Then Friday morning, like in 

the regionals, seeding matches begin after the opening ceremonies.  

 The National Championship was originally held at Disney World in Florida, but for 

the past eight years it has been held at a couple different places, the Astrodome in 
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Houston, Texas and at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, Georgia.  The next three years the 

National Championship will be held in St. Louis, Missouri at the Edward Jones Dome 

downtown.  There are several ways to qualify for the National Championship.   

Merit based ways include:  being part of a winning alliance from any regional event, 

being part of  the winning alliance from the Michigan FRC State Championship, or being 

a Chairman’s Award winner or Engineering Inspiration Award winner at any regional 

event.  Pre-qualified teams include:  any team that has in years past, previously won a 

Chairman’s Award or any sustaining original team that started in 1992 automatically 

qualifies.   After these teams are given first crack at registering, open registration starts 

with teams that did not compete at the Nationals the previous year.  Then three weeks 

later if spots are still available any team can register. 
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Chapter 4 

Cost Analysis of a FIRST Robotics Team 

 It is not cheap to run a FIRST Robotics team.  To purchase the kit-of-parts and 

enter one regional event, the cost is $5000.  Rookie teams and veteran teams that did 

not participate last year are charged an additional $500.  Each additional regional event 

costs $4000 just to enter and $5000 to register for the National Championship.  These 

are all annual expenses just to participate, therefore, company sponsorship is a must.  

 The kit-of-parts which is included in the $5000 mentioned above does not 

contain everything you need to build a robot.  It does not include the sheet metal or 

chains or other such necessities you may need or want, these must all be purchased.  

Travel for out-of-state events must be taken into account.  Airfare or bus travel costs 

about $5000 - $6000 for three nights and four days.  Lodging for 24 students, 4 students 

to a room with two double beds, mentors, and bus driver costs approximately $3000 for 

one three-night, out-of-state regional.  What about food?  A continental breakfast is 

usually provided by the hotel, lunch and dinner you can tell your students to plan on 

bringing money and they will spend at least $10 a meal.  Team meals are optional and 

depend on independent team budgets. 

Part of the FIRST experience is promoting and marketing your team.  This is done 

with team T-shirts, a mascot, team buttons and trinkets with your team logo on them, 

to give away.  Three T-shirts (one for each competition day) per student and mentor at 
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$6.50 a shirt will run about $600 and give-a-ways can range anywhere from a couple 

hundred to $1000 depending on what you order.  A sample budget for one local 

regional competition and a trip to the Nationals is listed out in the table below.   

 

Cost Item 

$5,000.00 Registration for one regional event plus kit-of-parts 

$1,500.00 Additional parts and shop materials 

$500.00 Practice field material 

$200.00 Shipping crate (can be used year-after-year) 

$100.00 Robot transport cart (can be used year-after-year) 

$700.00 T-shirts and promotion materials (3 T-shirts per student & mentor) 

$500.00 Team banquet end of season - awards and plaques 

$200.00 Transportation (local regional) 

$5,000.00 National Championship (if you qualify - you want to go) 

$3,000.00 Lodging (24 students 4/room/$100/3 nights plus mentors & bus driver) 

$5,000.00 Airfare or Charter Bus (3 nights and 4 days) 

$21,700.00 Subtotal  

Table 1.  Sample Budget - One Local Regional and National Championship 

 District events were introduced and piloted in Michigan in 2009.  District events 

were designed to be more cost efficient, allowing teams to participate in two events for 

the price of one and a third for only $500 more.  The cost of the kit-of-parts and two 

local district events is $5000 for a veteran team and $5500 for a rookie team.  Teams 

can participate in one more district event for an additional fee of only $500.  If a team 

qualifies for the Michigan FRC State Championship at Eastern Michigan University an 

additional registration fee of $4000 is needed.  All other travel expenses and expenses 

needed for nationals are approximately the same as stated above in table 2 below.  The 
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cost of attending two Michigan district events and the National Championship is 

approximately going to cost a team $25,000 as shown in table 2 below. 

Table 2.  Sampel Budget – Two District Events and the National Championship 

Cost Item 

$5,000.00 Registration for two district events plus kit-of-parts 

$4,000.00 Michigan FRC State Championship Registration 

$1,500.00 Additional parts and shop materials 

$500.00 Practice field material 

$100.00 Robot transport cart (can be used year-after-year) 

$700.00 T-shirts and promotion materials (3 T-shirts per student & mentor) 

$500.00 Team banquet end of season - awards and plaques 

$200.00 Transportation (local regional) 

$5,000.00 National Championship (if you qualify - you want to go) 

$3,000.00 Lodging (24 students 4/room/$100/3 nights plus mentors & bus driver) 

$5,000.00 Airfare or Charter Bus (3 nights and 4 days) 

$200.00 Shipping crate (can be used year-after-year) for Nationals 

$25,700.00 Subtotal  

 

 The average cost per student for a FIRST Robotics team is approximately $800 to 

$1000 if the team travels out of state to the National Championship.  Without going out 

of state to the National Championship, the cost drops by about 13,200 therefore the 

cost per student drops to about $500.  
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Chapter 5 

Educational STEM Outcomes of FIRST Robotics 

 The optimal size of a FIRST Robotics team, as mentioned above, is about 25 to 30 

students.  This allows for about two to three students per sub-team.  Since there are 

two or three students per sub-team that means only those two or three students are 

learning that particular skill, such as programming or electronics etc.  Students can join 

the team their freshman year and be on it for four years.  They can Join a different sub-

team each year, however, the more likely case is that when students are freshman they 

spend most of their time watching and helping the older students, so the following year 

they join the same sub-team again so that they can be the ones doing the “fun” stuff.  

However, this limits the amount of exposure to new topics and the amount of 

knowledge the student really gains.   

A survey was sent out to 22 students on the Warren Consolidated FIRST Robotics 

Team 818, three students on the Warren Consolidated Robofest Team, the MMSTC 

Androids, their parents, two FIRST mentors and one FIRST teacher.   The number of 

respondents from each category is listed below in table 3.  Fourteen students total, 

twelve from the FIRST team, two from the Robofest team and one student that was on 

both teams.  One teacher, two mentors, and seven parents also participated in the 

survey. 
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 Table 3.  Respondents to the Robotics Survey Sent via Google Document Forms  

The survey showed that all respondents believed they gained problem solving skills, 

engineering skills (turning ideas into real working objects), and shop skills (working with 

industrial machines and tools).  More than half the respondents said they gained skills in 

Electronics, Communications, Creativity, Programming, and Mathematics.  The data 

seems reasonable since most students join the team to build the robot and try to get on 

the Drive Train and Chassis team, the Manipulations team or Electronics team at least 

once during their four years on the team.   Only 3 students, 25%, felt they gained skills in 

3D-Studio Max Animation, CAD or Web design.  And no students believed they gained 

any scientific knowledge from their FIRST or Robofest experience.  See the graph below, 

figure 19, for these results.  The question stated was:  Check all of the following skills 

you feel you gained or enhanced by being on the robotics team. 

  Respondents 

FIRST Students 12 

Robofest Students* 3 

Teachers 1 

Mentors 2 

Parents 7 

    

* indicates one student was on both FIRST and Robofest 
Teams   

so 14 students responded   
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Figure 19.  Percentage of Students Who Feel They Gained Each Skill on FIRST 
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Chapter 6 

Pros and Cons of a FIRST Robotics Team 

 According to the survey given, nearly three fourths of the students agreed that 

being on a robotics team encouraged them to pursue a technical career.  The other one 

fourth said they would probably go into a technical career whether they were on the 

team or not.  As shown by the graph below.  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 20.  Students Who Feel Being on a Robotics Team Encouraged Them to 
Pursue a STEM Career 

So FIRST Robotics and Robofest teams do indeed motivate students to learn and pursue 

technical fields.  The competition atmosphere makes for a fun environment and 

students do push themselves to come up with the best solution in order to compete.  

Some of the other advantages of FIRST Robotics is the fact that students work alongside 

professionals learning skills in electronics, engineering, programming, operating 

industrial machines like the lathe, drill press, mill and others.  Also evidenced by the 
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survey given, was that most students felt they gained valuable experience in problem 

solving, teamwork, creativity, engineering, and communications.  The program allows 

for students to get a feel for what it’s like to work in industry because the program 

models real industry structure.   And it often brings students together from different 

high schools and different backgrounds to work together on one common goal 

promoting teamwork and tolerance.   

 Some of the disadvantages or cons of FIRST Robotics is of course the cost.  

Between $12,000 and $25,000 per year for a team of 25 students is a cost of $500 to 

$1000 per student.    It is difficult to build a robot of such magnitude and complexity so 

sponsorship, professional help and a large building site are needed but not always easy 

to find.  Especially when volunteers know the time commitment involved is a minimum 

of 17 hours a week for an intense 6 weeks, as evidenced by the survey results shown 

here.  

  

  

         Table 4.  Average Number of Hours Put in During Build Season 

Because of the cost, instead of having one team for every high school often one 

district will have one team for all the high school students in that district.  Or a couple 

small districts will combine their interested high school students into one team. This 

makes communication and transportation to meetings a bit more challenging. 

 17+ Hours 11-16 Hours 6-10 Hours 1-5 Hours 

Students 12 0 0 0 

Teachers 1 0 0 0 

Mentors 2 0 0 0 
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 Competition days are long, loud and exhausting.  Doors open at 8:00am and 

after the award ceremonies it is about 5:00 to 5:30pm.  So you and your students are up 

and meeting by at least 7:00am and returning home about 6:00 -6:30pm for 10 or 11 

hour days.  For Regional Events you do this three days in a row.  For Districst Events, 

only two or two and half days.  A sample regional event schedule and a sample district 

event schedule is included in Appendix A.   

 After all the time put in you hope your robot performs well and is successful in 

the game.  But if not you hope that one aspect of your hard work will be recognized with 

an award.  However, this is not always the case, especially if you are aiming for a 

Chairman’s Award.  The Chairman’s Award is very difficult to attain.  Much time and 

work must be done during the pre-build season to spread the word ideals of FIRST to 

the community.  So the rest of the year round your robotics teams can do things like 

plan and host Lego League competitions, start up and mentor Lego League teams, do 

charity events with the robot for senior citizens or canned food drives and walking the 

robot in the Thanksgiving Day Parade.  Many other ideas that will spread the word of 

FIRST have been done and teams will often do activities every weekend all year long to 

try to attain the Chairman’s Award. The Chairman’s Award is recognized as the most 

prestigious award and it gives your team qualifying rights to the Nationals every year 

after you win it, but you can usually get into Nationals by other means and even through 

an open enrollment time.    
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 One other interesting part of the FIRST Robotics Competition is the way in which 

teams can advance to Nationals.  Because teams compete as alliances sometimes a 

weak team could end up as an alliance with a strong team and end up making it to 

Nationals.  In fact some team’s strategy is to do just that.  For example, one year robots 

received points for each time they went around an oval track.  The teams also gained 

points for having the robot lift a very large ball and put it over a tall bridge and then 

finally more points if it could place the ball on the bridge right before the end of the 

match.  Well, one team’s strategy was to build a robot that zipped around the track as 

fast as it could and that was all the robot could do, it had no manipulations component.  

Yet, it ended up making it to Nationals because a strong team that could consistently 

pick up the ball and put it over the bridge picked that team because it could get a lot of 

points just zipping around the track.   I don’t think that was in the spirit of FIRST, 

learning engineering, but it was perfectly legal and worked out for them.   This kind of 

scoring does I guess, give rookie teams and weaker teams a chance to compete with and 

hopefully learn from stronger teams, so this type of scoring can be seen as an advantage 

or disadvantage depending on how you look at it. 
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Chapter 7 

Suggestions to Improve FIRST Robotics Competitions 

 Many improvements have been made every year.  The biggest improvement 

here in Michigan has been the implementing of the District Events.  This has given 

Michigan teams the opportunity to compete in more local competitions, not only by 

significantly cutting costs of registration for events but also cutting travel costs too.   

 Some further suggestions for improvement in my opinion would be to make 

winning the Chairman’s Award a little easier to attain.  Currently you can only apply to 

win it at one event of your choosing. After all the time and energy that is put into this 

award, I think each team should be able to enter to win it at every event they attend, 

giving the team more chances to possibly win.   

Pre-season meetings are usually spent doing non-engineering activities: 

fundraising, ordering shirts, planning Lego League etc.  I would like to see some of the 

meeting time spent engaging the students in more learning.  If small robot kits like Vex 

or Erector set or even Lego kits that included all the components of a larger robot: the 

electronics, motors, drive train, programming etc. could be purchased for every two 

students, then every student would learn all the aspect of what it takes to build the 

robot.  Also, almost every student has his or her own idea on the best way to design the 

robot to complete the task at hand, as shown in figures 21 and 22 below.  Yet only one 

idea gets picked and is built. A game problem could be presented and if every couple 
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students had their own small robot to work with they could test out their own idea and 

compete internally amongst each other.  This would get them ready and more confident 

when it comes time to build the bigger robot.   

Figure 21.  A Student Sketches His Idea        Figure 22. Students Explain Their Idea            

     One more suggestion to enhance the STEM outcomes of the competition may 

be to include points for calculating out specific goals of the game. The game problem is 

different from year to year, and some game problems lend themselves more easily than 

others to discussing the physics or math behind it.  This past season a team could have 

the robot kick a ball across the field, over hurdles, and try to get it into a the goal. 

Projectile motion could have been discussed and finding the initial velocity and angle at 

which the ball should be hit then using that to calculate the acceleration and finally the 

force that the robot would need to impart to the ball to make it land near the goal. But 

many times trial and error is just used in building prototypes instead of calculating these 

values first because an exact value is not necessarily needed.  If  FIRST  could somehow 

make calculating these values part of the game or part of their scoring rubric every team 

would try to do it and a more valuable STEM experience could be gained.   I can see how 
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this may be difficult as there are many ways to solve a problem and not all teams may 

use kicking the ball, for example, as a way to solve the problem.  But perhaps if a certain 

number of points were awarded for at least doing the calculations for whatever method 

your team chose to use, at least teams would try to put in the effort to do this.   

A couple student responses to the survey question “What improvements can you 

suggest for FIRST Robotics or Robofest to make to their rules or overall experience that 

would help increase the educational benefit of students?” were: 

 “Really, what I would do is streamline the judging system so that it's not just the 

teams with a crew in the pit who are told what to tell judges when they come 

around that win awards. What the judges really should do is just walk around for 

a whole day and watch and listen to the teams and look at their robots. After that, 

they should take note of which ones seemed interesting and which ones they'd 

like to talk to more. None of this "Tell me about your robot." stuff. Anyone can 

write up a fancy script, it should be what you do when you think no one is 

watching that should count.” 

 

“In the electronics, FIRST should have their teams use components that are 
actually used in industry. The National Instruments cRIO is great, but it is costs 
over $2,000. The cRIO also uses parallel type ports and cables, which are quite 
obsolete. The rest of the world uses USB; a simpler and universal port. A nice 
alternative would be the Pololu Maestro USB servo controller 
http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1350 which outputs to PWM cables in 
order to control servos or motor controllers (victors/jaguars). It can either have 
programs loaded onto its chip, or receive commands from a separate computer. 
At $20 for 6 channels or $30 for 12 channels, it's a technologically current and 
cheap alternative to the $2,000 cRIO. It may not have as many features as the 
cRIO, but you don't need all of them for FIRST.” 

 

The first student comment refers to the fact that teams, ours included, would pick a 

certain team of students that had the most experience and knowledge about the build, 

electronics and programming and put them in the pit to talk to the judges.  This student 
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is saying is that the judges should be checking to see how knowledgeable the whole 

team is by observing the teams all day long and perhaps randomly choosing students 

from each team to speak to in order to see what they have learned and know about the 

robot that they spent six weeks working on.  However, as I mentioned earlier, not all 

team members get the opportunity to learn about the robot build if they are on the web 

team or the support team etc.   
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Chapter 8 

Robofest Team Structure 

 The idea of Robofest was initiated by Dr. C. J. Chung, Professor of Computer 

Science at Lawrence Technological University, Southfield, MI  in 2000.  In order to make 

robotics education accessible to more students, he created a competition where 

students can use any platform to build and program a robot that must perform a certain 

mission and receive points based on the tasks it completes.  His Robofest tournaments 

challenge students in a competition format to be innovative and inventive yet it is not 

cost prohibitive and focuses mainly on students learning the programming aspect of 

robotics.  Below are pictures of the MMSTC robot that the students designed and built 

to remove “debris” bottles and rescue the “human” bottle. 

Figure 22.  MMSTC Androids’ Robot 2010        Figure 23. Downloading a Program 

Teams can have up to seven students per robot but it is recommended to have 

only two or three compose a team.   Two or three students on a team allows for each 

student to contribute in a meaningful way.  One way to divide the work load is to have 
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one student be the master programmer, another in charge of building the robot, and a 

third to build the playing field and study the rules.  As with any team they should all sit 

down, discuss the game, decide their strategy, give suggestions for robot construction 

and programming, then get to work on their respective part.  It should also be 

encouraged for each student to learn each other’s job. One reason that each student 

should know the rules, each student should understand how the robot is put together 

and be able to reconstruct it and each student should learn to program the robot is that 

in case someone is ill for competition another teammate may need to reconstruct the 

robot or program the robot.  Another reason is that, as educators, we hope all the 

students are learning as much as possible from this experience.   The unknown problem 

during the competition, where mentors cannot help, is a great component to encourage 

all the students to understand the programming aspect of the robot.     
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Chapter 9 

Format of Robofest Competitions 

 The Robofest kick-off is in December and regional event dates start in February.  

Teams should start meeting, planning and working at least 3 – 6 weeks prior to the 

event they sign up for.  There are different events that high school teams can enter.  

One event is the senior exhibition which has an open venue.  Each team is given 

complete freedom to design and create any autonomous robot project of any size and 

material so long as it is safe for all team members and spectators.  Projects may include 

such ideas as robot pets, robot artists, dancing robots, storytelling with robots, robots 

for scientific experiments, and practical robotics that perform certain tasks like fire-

fighting robots as pictured below in figures 24, 25, and 26 created by students form 

Dongjak Center in South Korea (Robofest Exhibition Competition).   

  

  

 

 

Figure 24.   Flambuster Creator   Figure 25.  Showing How Robot Raises Arm 
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    Figure 26.  Flambuster Robot Putting Out Flame 

Pictured below in figures 27 and 28 is another example of robots built for the 

2010 Exhibition Competition.   Here the designers, Peter Lepper, Sam Kaplan, and Alix 

Stuart,  created a game of tag with robots.  They called it Galactic Hamsters because two 

robots were built inside plastic balls that look like hamster balls.   They have an IR sensor 

in them that is programmed to run from the IR beacon in the robot chasing it.  The 

chasing robot has a flash light attached to it and the robots inside the hamster balls 

have a light sensor inside the ball too.   When the light from the chasing robot hits their 

light sensor it makes the robot hamster ball deactivate and stop, it has been tagged! 

Figure 27. Two Robot Hamster Balls and Creator Figure 28.  Hamster Balls and Chaser 

Hamster Bots 

Chaser Bot 
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Another event for high school students is the senior game, which is the same as 

the junior game with a few differences to make it slightly more difficult.  A game mission 

is announced in December and teams strategize to build and program a completely 

autonomous robot that can complete the objective of the mission while scoring the 

most points.  This past season, 2010, the task was to rescue a human (represented by a 

white water bottle) and bring him home to safety (an aluminum foil square at the end of 

the playing field) or to place the human in the safety zone (large black area on field) 

while also removing debris (black water bottles) from the playing field for points.  The 

robot can be made from any materials or kits such as, Lego, Erector Set, Vex or any 

combination of materials as long as they are safe and meet the required weight and 

height requirements.  Any type of controller and programming language may be used as 

well.  Pictured below in figures 29, 30 and 31 is the robot from team 1188, the MMSTC 

Androids, uses light sensors to follow the edge of the table then using a combination of 

light sensor and touch sensor it detects a “Human Bottle” and places it in the black 

rectangular safe zone.  

Figure 29. Robot Follows Table Edge       Figure 30.  Robot Detects “Human Bottle”  
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        Figure 31.  Robot Places “Human Bottle” in Safe Zone 

One more option for high school students who may be more advanced in programming 

and want a challenge is to sign up for the Vision Centric Challenge.  High school teams 

can have a maximum of three students per team.  The Vision Centric Challenge is also 

open to college students but only one college student per team is allowed and the task 

is slightly harder.  The Vision Centric Competition only uses L2Bots to compete in a 

different mission each year.  However, any programming language may be used.  Cash 

prizes may be possible for college students and $2000 renewable Lawrence 

Technological University scholarships are awarded to winning high school students.  

Figures 32 and 33 below, show the 2010 Vision Centric Challenge.  Teams had to create 

a robot that would recognize and read the 2D bar code placed on the floor.  The 

 data barcode included the number of landmarks and first turn direction, left or right 

that the robot should follow. Then the robot needed to completely navigate through all 

the landmarks and return home and stop.  Pictured below in figures 32 and 33, an L2bot 

reads the barcode and sets off on his journey to traverse the course. 
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Figure 32.  L2bot in Starting Position      Figure 33.  L2bot Read Bar Code and Is Off 
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Chapter 10 

Cost Analysis of a Robofest Team 

The cost of starting and maintaining a Robofest team is relatively inexpensive.  The 

initial cost to start up a team includes the kit which has the controller, a few sensors and 

building pieces.  Most teams use the LEGO Mindstorms NXT sets which run about $280.   

Your school may already have a laptop computer which can be used for programming or 

the price of a laptop will need to be included in the start up costs as well.  This is a one-

time investment for the Mindstorms kit and laptop and should be good to use for many 

years afterwards.  Annual costs include a $50 per team registration fee and possibly an 

event fee which runs between $0 and $25 per team depending on the event location.   

Team T-shirts and additional sensors are optional.  If T-shirts are bought, they may be up 

to $10 a shirt, therefore for three students add in an additional $30.  So one Robofest 

team attending one regional competition could be maintained for approximately $100 a 

season.  This is a cost of approximately $34 to $50 a student, depending on if two or 

three students are on a team.  A classroom of 24 students using one robot for every two 

students would then cost about $1000 a year after the initial purchase of robot kits and 

laptops.  The initial purchase of twelve LEGO Mindstorm kits and twelve laptop 

computers for a class of 24 would run approximately $9360 (12 x $280 robot kits + 12 x 

$500 per laptop).  
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Chapter 11 

Educational STEM Outcomes of Robofest Teams 

Computer programming and problem solving are the main STEM outcomes from 

competing in Robofest.  Students problem solve to figure out the best method to 

accomplish the mission while gaining the most points in the process.  Problem solving is 

also present in code writing and debugging.  Students may use and learn a variety of 

languages including NXT-G, robot C, NXC and Java.  Other educational outcomes include 

inventiveness, creativity, teamwork, organization, and time management skills.  The 

graph below shows the results of the three students on the Warren Consolidated 

Robofest team, the MMSTC Androids.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 34.  Percentage of Students Who Feel They Gained Each Skill on Robofest 
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Chapter 12 

Pros and Cons of a Robofest Team 

 Robofest competitions motivate students to learn technical skills within a 

competition atmosphere.  This helps students to think innovatively because they want 

to solve the game problem in a better way than another team.  This in turn helps 

prepare student to be confident, inventive, problem solvers as they pursue other classes 

in school and later in their career.     

Small team sizes make it easier for students to learn programming. Freedom of 

robot platform and low costs make robofest accessible to more students.  The field and 

game pieces can be easily constructed from materials usually found within a school or 

home.  Because costs are low and the robot and field construction are relatively easy, 

one mentor or teacher can run multiple teams.  No outside sponsorship is necessary.  A 

teacher could easily create a semester curriculum teaching robot programming and 

using the Robofest Events as the final project.  Other advantages besides easy robot and 

field construction are that the time commitments for preparation and competitions are 

not overwhelming.  Lastly, scoring and advancement of teams is based on achievement, 

high scoring teams are awarded and advance to championship tournaments.   

 Some disadvantages to Robofest are that teams can only register for and 

compete in one regional competition.   So if your robot team does not perform well and 

does not advance to the State Championship, the season is done after one competition.   
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Another drawback was that the junior game and senior game are almost the same, so 

older high school students look at it as a juvenile game (until junior teams do better 

than they do – then they feel bad), so nothing good comes from the two games being so 

similar.   
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Chapter 13 

Suggestions to Improve the Robofest Competition 

Allowing teams to register and compete in at least two regional events would 

make the build season more worthwhile and provide more opportunity to learn.  Teams 

that do not perform very well at their first event could then have another chance to 

refine their program and strategy from what they learned at the first event.  The IGVC 

(Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition) is good because it gives teams another 

opportunity to compete but it is so late in the year that students are busy with exams 

and final projects and are not so focused on perfecting their robot program at this time. 

So the IGVC is really just fun for teams that have already perfected their program and 

robot.    

Another improvement in my opinion would be to make the junior and senior 

games more different from each other.  Even just requiring the senior game to use only 

text based programming would make a difference.  An improvement suggested by one 

of the three students who took the survey was “For Robofest, programming in other 

languages might be a good idea if there is sufficient time. This should be done 

toward the beginning of the Robofest season. Also, making and printing custom 

lego pieces would be interesting and fun, (not to mention difficult).”  I am not 

quite sure what he means by ”making and printing custom Lego pieces”  maybe 

he wants the Lego company to make custom pieces for Robofest teams but I 

don’t know why that would make things more difficult.  However, they do like to 
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learn programming and would like to learn the lejos java that I mentioned to them 

during the season.  
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Chapter 14 

Future of Robotics in Education 

Large robotic arms have been used in industry to replace monotonous and 

dangerous jobs for many years.  However, robots are showing up more and more in 

common places.  The I Robot vacuum cleaner for your home, the automatic teller 

machines at your bank and the self check-out registers in the grocery stores are all 

program run machines that help us perform certain tasks.  Teaching our students about 

programming is becoming more important because it is a more vital part of their lives.  

Therefore it would be nice to see robotics and programming become a part of the 

regular high school curriculum.  As of right now many high schools do not offer a 

programming course at all.  They all have computer classes, but they are teaching 

students how to use programs not write them.  Teaching students to use Word, Excel 

and PowerPoint can be taught in Middle and Elementary School, Programming should 

be part of the regular curriculum in all High Schools. Robofest provides the perfect 

venue for implementing a high school program.  Especially if the games continue to 

increase in the area of solving math and science problems. Robofest could aid in 

interdisciplinary teaching, creating a project that programming and math or science 

teachers can work on together.  This works easily in the school I teach at because the 

technology teacher, math teacher and science teacher all have the same students, so 

doing combined interdisciplinary projects is easy.  Other high schools may need to work 

at scheduling the same students in both teacher’s classes, or even if half the students 
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are in both classes, groups of two students can teach each other what they learned in 

the other class that applies to or is needed in order to program the robot.  For instance 

if half the students learned a certain math concept in their math class and that is the 

concept needed to program the robot to perform a task, the student from the math 

class would show his/her partner the math needed to write the program.   Also, having 

robotics and programming as a class would allow for more funding and time to teach 

students about this technology.   Robofest and FIRST give us a good place to start 

teaching programming and curriculum will grow as teachers and students become more 

and more comfortable with the idea of interdisciplinary teaching and robotics. 
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Summary 

 In conclusion both programs have much to offer students.  FIRST Robotics 

mainly focuses on engineering aspects of robotics and teaching students how teams of 

people work together to create a product.  While Robofest, on the other hand, 

concentrates on teaching students programming.  Valuable educational outcomes are 

achieved from both programs such as problem solving, inventiveness, teamwork, 

creativity, and time management while also having fun in a self-motivated competitive 

atmosphere.  Robofest is less expensive and therefore accessible to more schools and 

more students while providing a great learning experience in programming and 

connecting robotics to math and science.  FIRST Robotics is very expensive and requires 

sponsorship for funding and technical supervision.  Students do like working with 

professionals in the field of engineering and hearing what they are working on in 

Industry.   Robofest, because it has a smaller focus and is easier to build the robot and 

playing field would be easier to turn into a semester class and aid in the implementation 

of robotics/programming as a standard part of the high school curriculum. Which is one 

of the suggestions stated in earlier.   

If both programs would include, in their scoring rubric, points for making the  

calculations used to design the robot for the game, most teams would be sure to do this 

instead of just creating a prototype and using trial and error to determine best angle, or 

best speed to launch a projectile for instance.  Students would then gain a better 
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educational STEM experience, seeing the connections between the physics and math, 

and how they relate to solving the game problem at hand. 

One more suggestion was to have pairs of students work on smaller, miniature 

robots that include all the components of a larger robot, like construction parts that do 

not just snap together, wiring, and programming.  This would give each set of two 

students an opportunity to build and test their own design ideas while also learning how 

to wire and program, thus making a richer experience for all students and promoting 

confidence to create a larger scale robot. 
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Appendix A 

 Appendix A contains a sample schedule of a FIRST Robotics Regional 

Competition Schedule from Palmetto, South Carolina.  The competition schedule used 

by all District sites in the state of Michigan is included.  Also a copy of a Robofest 

Regional schedule from Skyline High School in Ann Arbor, Michigan is included.    
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Michigan 2010 District Event 

Public Agenda 

Thursday 

Pits open      6:00 p.m. 

Pits close    10:00 p.m. 

Friday 

Pits open      8:00 a.m. 

Opening ceremonies   10:30 a.m. 

Matches begin    11:00 a.m. 

Lunch break      1:00 p.m. 

Matches resume     2:00 p.m.  

Matches end      6:30 p.m. 

Pits close      7:30 p.m. 

Saturday 

Pits open      7:30 a.m. 

Opening ceremonies     8:30 a.m. 

Matches begin      9:00 a.m. 

Alliance selection   12:30 p.m. 

Lunch break      1:00 p.m. 

Elimination matches begin    2:00 p.m.  

Awards ceremony     5:00 p.m. 

Pits close      6:30 p.m. 

Individual event schedules may vary slightly, depending on venue requirements. 

Volunteer schedules will vary slightly from the public agenda. 
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Appendix B 

 Appendix B contains a sample of the programming code used for the Senior 

Game by Team 1188, The MMSTC Androids, to compete at Skyline High School and at 

IGVC.  NXC is the programming language used.  The code was written by students Paul 

Ross and Joel Tylenda.   Also, a copy of the programming code used to run the FIRST 

robot from Team 818, The Steel Armadillo’s from Warren Consolidated Schools and 

GMAE is included.  The language used for Team 818’s robot was LabVIEW and was 

written by Sajan Patel guided by Adam Abele from ABM Electric Inc. 
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NXC Robofest Program for Team 188 

2010 Senior Game 
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NXC Robofest Program for Team 188 

2010 Senior Game 
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NXC Robofest Program for Team 188 

2010 Senior Game 
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LabView Program for FIRST Robotics Team 818  

2010 Game - Breakaway
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LabView Program for FIRST Robotics Team 818  

2010 Game - Breakaway  
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LabView Program for FIRST Robotics Team 818  

2010 Game - Breakaway  
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LabView Program for FIRST Robotics Team 818  

2010 Game - Breakaway  
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LabView Program for FIRST Robotics Team 818  

2010 Game - Breakaway 
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Appendix C 

 Google Document Forms and Spreadsheets was used to collect the data for this 

research paper. The questions used are attached here in appendix C.  Google Document 

Forms was an easy and free way to conduct an online survey.  The form was easy to 

create and it offers a variety of questions formats such as, multiple choice, check box 

that a person can select more than one choice and short answer fill-in the blank as well 

as long, paragraph answers.  It gives you several picture headings to design the look of 

your survey and allows you to type in directions for the survey takers. 

   Google Docs returns the data in graph form for you and also in a spreadsheet.   

The graphs are done pretty well as long as you ask only one group of 

respondents (or one characteristic) per question.  For instance, if you are asking 

more than one group of people the same question, say the parents, students, 

and teachers,  the graph lumps all responses together. However, it does print out 

a spreadsheet sheet report which you can then tally the responses from the 

separate groups, parents, students or teachers.  Of course writing a separate 

survey for each group would solve this problem too.   

A few features on Google Document Survey Forms that I feel can be improved 

are  as follows: the viewing window for the graph results was sometimes too narrow to 

fit the complete response choice next to the graph.  Also, the spread sheet was difficult 

to read or print because it was one continuous horizontal spreadsheet that was too 

wide for an 8”x11” computer paper in landscape and in order to read it on the computer 
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you would need to always scroll from side to side.  One last thing was that the link to the 

spreadsheet was also sent with the survey link and sometimes people opened that link 

first and were not sure what to do.   Overall, a very helpful and free tool but there is 

room for improvement.  
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